
HELPING USERS
AVOID PHISHING BAIT



THE CYBERSECURITY LANDSCAPE HAS 
CHANGED, AND NOT FOR THE BETTER.

Ransomware is the primary method of extortion deployed by 

cybercriminals. The disruption it causes can be significant, reducing 

productivity and resulting in reputational damage. 

In recent months, use of phishing emails as an attack vector for 

ransomware has escalated. The techniques are being used in tandem to 

exploit user vulnerabilities and bypass security technologies. Phishing 

now accounts for 95% of all cyberattacks, and 97% of phishing emails are 

designed to deliver a ransomware payload. This is achieved via embedded 

links, infected attachments or redirection of users to compromised or 

malicious websites. 

Many technical layers can be applied to help minimise these risks, 

but there is no magic shield. Users are the inevitable weak spot in any 

cybersecurity strategy.  

Worryingly, while most people are aware of phishing and ransomware, 

almost a third of phishing emails that get through to users are opened. And 

40% of users who open a malicious email will then click on a link or open 

an attachment. It only takes a single click for a ransomware attack to be 

initiated. 

It’s safe to assume that your network’s users will be exposed to phishing. 

So, it’s vital to ensure they remain alert and to educate them on how to 

recognise and respond to the threat. 

Commercial IT Services has real world 
experience of where user vulnerabilities lie and 
how cybercriminals exploit them. 
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The simulated phishing service from Commercial both improves awareness and influences user 

behaviour via deployment of fake phishing emails. Unsuspecting users who click on a malicious link, 

open an attachment or disclose security information receive targeted online trainig

Various approaches can be combined to provide a comprehensive simulation: 

     phishing emails (malicious links)

     credential harvesting (sharing sensitive data)

     attachments (opening malicious attachments).

We also offer a dedicated training campaign which can be useful for reinforcing awareness and 

behaviour following a phishing simulation.

Customised targeting of specific users or teams, such as HR or accounts, can be an effective way 

to address vulnerabilities associated with certain business functions. We can tailor the campaign 

and use email templates to replicate existing processes and real emails from colleagues, suppliers or 

customers. ‘Genuine’ phishing emails previously received by staff can also be replicated. 

SIMULATED PHISHING

TRAINING  

Once a phishing email is delivered to a mailbox, we track all related user activity. This includes 

monitoring whether the email has been opened, and whether the user has proceeded to click on a link, 

open an attachment or enter data. 

If this happens, the user is redirected to an e-learning website that provides training material specific 

to type of attack that’s been simulated. Different types and styles of training are available to ensure 

maximum effectiveness. This ranges from simple training templates to more sophisticated interactive 

material involving assessment.

Training is tracked to ensure delivery and completion is comprehensive. Users that do not complete 

training within a specified period are sent a reminder. 

REPORTING
Following completion of the campaign, a detailed report is prepared. This provides insights on 

the level of organisational exposure, and shows how user vulnerabilities have been identified and 

mitigated

Get in touch if you’d like to discuss our simulated phishing service in more detail:

hello@commercial.co.uk  01242 703 400




